
HS Summer Reading: One-Pager Assignment
Genre: Fiction

What is a One-Pager?
A one-pager is a single-page response to showcase the connection between your summer reading
book and the overall themes, con�icts, and big ideas. The purpose of a one-pager is to show your
audience, including those who did not read your book, the connections you made in both an
analytical and visually creative way.

Directions:
For this one-pager assignment, you have been provided with a template.
Using the template as your base, please closely read and include ALL of the following:

Border:
1.) Write the title and author of the book in the top, center, of the border. Be sure to use correct punctuation.
2.) Along the other three sides of the border, determine and state the overall themes (life lessons/morals).

This can include words, pictures, symbols, and/or quotes from the text.

Box A:
1.) Select two interesting and signi�cant (important) quotes from the text. Write them in box A,  properly cited

(with quotation marks). Include the exact page where the quote was found. If you choose a line of dialogue
from the character, include the character’s name after the quote.

Box B:
1.) Write three personal statements about what you’ve read. These are not simple opinions about the content of

the material (for example: it was funny or it was boring,) but meaningful statements to show your
thinking/takeaways about what you read.

Rectangle:
1.) Words and/or images that establish and show the signi�cance of the setting.

Box C:
1.) Images and/or doodled words that represent the key characters from the text and how they developed/changed

throughout the book.

Box D:
1.) Images and/or words to show connections between the themes and ideas within the text, and re�ect what is

going on in our current world.

Overall:
- Your entire page should be �lled with the above elements.
- If you �nd you have extra room, repeat any of the above steps/elements.
- No space should be left blank.
- Nothing should be left in pencil.



HS Summer Reading: One-Pager Assignment
Genre: Non�ction/Informational

What is a One-Pager?
A one-pager is a single-page response to showcase the connection between your summer
reading book and the overall thesis, topics, and big ideas. The purpose of a one-pager is to
show your audience, including those who did not read your book, the connections you made
in both an analytical and visually creative way.

Directions:
For this one-pager assignment, you have been provided with a template.
Using the template as your base, please closely read and include ALL of the following:

Border:
1.) Write the title and author of the book in the top, center, of the border. Be sure to use correct punctuation.
2.) Along the other three sides of the border, determine and state the overall thesis/topic(s)/issue(s) etc. This can

include words, pictures, symbols, and/or quotes from the text.

Box A:
1.) Select two interesting and signi�cant (important) quotes from the text. Write them in box A,  properly cited

(with quotation marks). Include the exact page where the quote was found & record who made the statement.

Box B:
1.) Write three personal statements about what you’ve read. These are not simple opinions about the content of

the material (for example: it was funny or it was boring,) but meaningful statements to show your
thinking/takeaways about what you read.

Rectangle:
1.) Words and/or images that establish and show the signi�cance of the time period, and/or

social-political-environmental-historical conditions.

Box C:
1.) Images and/or doodled words that represent the key concepts/terms/vocabulary from the text and explain how

those key concepts/terms/vocabulary are signi�cant to the text as a whole.

Box D:
1.) Images and/or words to show connections between the thesis and/or main ideas within the text, and re�ect

what is going on in our current world.

Overall:
- Your entire page should be �lled with the above elements.
- If you �nd you have extra room, repeat any of the above steps/elements.
- No space should be left blank.
- Nothing should be left in pencil.
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